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This paper summari7es the current status of NIE plans for programs and

0 'organization. No attempt is made to justify these plans as that is done

elsewhere.(1) The purpose here- is .to provide in a single short statement a

complete picture of NIE plans at the beginning of FY 173.

I. Purpose of NIE

The National Institute of Education has been established to help the

country carry out its commitment to provide quality education for all its

citizens at a reasonable. cost. The NIE legislation specified that the

Institute shall seek to improve education, including career education, in

the United States through:

(A) helping to solve or alleviate the problems o and achieve the

objectives.of American education;

(11) advancing the practice of education, as an art, science, and

profession;

(C) strengthening the scientific and technological foundations of

education; and

(D) building an effectiVe educational research and development system.

oc

(1) Sce
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II. Goals of Education

To achieve its purpose, NIE must be able to identify the goals of

American education, but_in_a_pluralisicsocietyitis difficult to specify

2,

a set of goals with which everyone will agree: a student may expect to

learn how to understand and accept himself; parents may expect the school

to develop skills and attitudes which will ensure "success" in their

children as they reach adulthood and also to provide adequate custodial

care during working hours; the community may expect a new school to raise

property values; the society may expect education to develop manpower

resources to meet demands of production and service; educators may expect

professional working conditions and adequate compensation frmnthe system.

Over all such differences; a dominant function of education is to serve

an assimilation role by establishing a set of. common values which will

enhance and maintain a unified and cohesive American society. Foremost

among such values are the social goals: to develop a sensitivity to the

needs of others; not only others with whom one associates, but others on

opposite sides of the earth as well as those on the other side of the tracks.

It is also important for people to learn how to learn, to develop'the desie

for improvement, to be flexible in a rapidly changing world, and to master a

range of communication skills. In addition, aesthetic and leisure values are

as important as are career goals in a world that is rapdily transferring its

useful and productive roles to technology. Education must also equip people

with the skills to diagnose social problems and find solutions, to change

society where necessary, to rectify serious inequities, and inefficiencies,

to hold peers and elected representatives accountable.

The above goals must be translated into appropriate operational contc,%-ts

if they are ta guide the efforts of NIT. in promoting the'refsrm and renc:?n1 of

American education. Then Lilo E;id) 'a,c,enda for NLE musttjvidress nroh].eris

prevent education from n.c117:u.:in such obc:6tiviL,s notntin

of the Institute i.s to ',Ir.
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III. Problems in Achieving Educational Goals

By absolute standards it is clear that American education is very..hcalthy.

A growing percentage of our population is receiving an education; a growing

percentage of the GNP is spent on education; instructional staffs havgrown

while teacher-pupil ratios have declined; illiteracy rates have declined;

achievement and aptitude test scores have improved; and a greater number of

poorly served students are receiving special help than ever before.

But by relative indicators, using the equality criterion, American educa-

tion is not so healthy. The programs of the 60's haven't equalized educational

achievement. Critics have blamed the schools, the students, the home, and the

society for our inability to promote educational equity. We hay raised our

expectations of how much schooling people should have. Rapid changes in our

society, the diminishing role of the home, and changes in the workplace have

imposed impossible demands on schools and colleges. Analysts also point to

contradictory and shifting goals as part of the problem. For example, we want

a very selective, high, quality education, but at the seine time we call for

more equality and egalitarianism;we want the efficiency of centralization

and also seek greater local participation through decentralization.

Once we have identified the goals of American education we still face

obstacles in achievingthem. The problems most frequently cited as obstacles

assume the following dimensions:

(1) Access--Though all citizens are expected to enjoy equal treatment

in the distribution of public goals and services, the

distribution of fiscal resources and the acilinvennt

educational benefits are ;r-osslv invquit _



(2) Participation--The American educational system provides too few

opportunities for involvement of concerned parents and

citizen groups in in decisions that affect their children

and has become non-responsive and non-adaptable to the

needs of its clients.

,(3) Productivity--Educational expenditures have risen faster than

growth in the economy and has required increasing

effort by taxpayers, but the educational system has

been technologically non-progressive.

(4) Substance--Schools and colleges have become increasingly isolated

from the mainstreams of society. The substantive .content

of what is taught too often lacks authenticity, and fails

to adequately prepare students for employment.
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IV. NIE Programs to Address Educational Problems

The program suggestions that are mosi: often proposed to overcome the

above obstacles and alleviate educational problems require that certain

factors be changed:

o LawsSince present educational arrangements are intimately

tied to a network of legal obligations and responsibilities,

major modifications of the educational system often cannot

be undertaken until legal barriers have been removed such

as antiquated tax laws, or credentialing laws.

o Incentives--Education can be modified in a fundamental way only

if prevailing incentive conditions can be changed to

stimulate a demand for improved services.

o Information--Reform of the educational system will require

substantial modifications in the quality and quantity of

information available to those who must pay for, receive,

provide, and guide the development of-educational

services.

o Agents--The individual purveyors of education services, the media,

materials, and settings where education takes place, must

be arranged and delivered in new ways if education is to

reflect the values and demands of the broader society.
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NIE programs call for substantial experimentation with these

four variables. Program plans have taken into consideration not only

the initial proposals of the President, but also, the deliberations of

the Congress on the Institute legislation. They reflect both new

atives and NIE's responsibility to assume management of certain on-going

research and development activities Oeviously supported by the Office

of Education.

Before summarizing the NIE program areas it should be noted that

research and development will not solve problems in a year or two--or

even in a decade. Most certainly along, sustained effort will be

required. In most cases NIE will develop a menu of workable programs

available to local option; but such programs can not be certified as

the answer to everyone's educational problems. We must not overpromise.

The proposed new program initiatives together with the continuation and expansion

of on-going programs do, however, represent some first steps in problem solving:

A. They will establish a. process for collecting, analyzing and

systematizing information in order to identify emerging

educational problems and to determine how or whether NIE

programs can be of any assistance in their solution.

B. They will continue and expand preSent efforts to strengthen

the country's R&D capability by: supporting vigorous programs

of research, supporting special types of institutions, supporting

researcher training internships, and providing a continuing

source of information about resoarch efforts.
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C. They will continue present efforts to improve current practices

in the educational system by: supporting the development of

curriculum programs and their associated instructional support

systems (staff training, management systems, etc.); and supporting

experimental schools. They will also launch some new initiatives

including: the development of new measures and indicators of

progress toward educational goals that are important but not

presently being measured, (2) the development of curriculum

programs to help people become self directed learners, and (3) the

identification of possible technological developments that may

be used to increase the productivity of our educational system.

D. They will address major problems with a series of directed

programs designed to establish new forms of education making

greater use of such resources as the home, the community, and
,

. employers in providing education services to people of all ages

from young infants to the poorly served clientele at the post-

secondary level. One of these directed programs will be

devoted to studying obstacles in implementing new forms of

education.



V: NIE Program Abstracts

A. Information.collection and analysis

If the programs of NIE are to be relevant to the emerging

problems of education, a mechanism must be established for

sensing and anticipating future problems. NIE must know what

students, parents, and taxpayers are-thinking about education and

must be able to predict acceptability of new programs. It must

have a significant information collection and analysis program in

order to identify problems, to analyze them and to determine how

or whether research, development; or other activities of NIE can

solve or alleviate them.

NIE will not duplicate the substantial data collection efforts

of the Office.of Education, the National Assessment of Educational

Progress, the Census Bureau and other agencies. It Will, however,

supplement such sources - for example, by a program to determine

research needs as viewed by educators- and citizens and through

major longitudinal studies of school, family, and community. It

will synthesize and analyze data already available in order to assist

decision makers in schools and colleges, communities, Statesj the

Congress, and the Executive Branch. The following paragraphs

describe the major information and analysis program activities

planned for 1973.

A.1. Needs assessment

The NIE will make decisions about what R&D programs to fund

and give advice on educational action to other government and
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educational leaders. To do this well, the Institute will need up-to-date

information on the state of education, opinions of the population about

education, and informatimt on trends that help anticipate changes in

society. This up-to-date information should include:

. Data on demographic trends, societal events, and changes in'
values that might help predict.and prevent future problems.

. Surveys of popular attitudes covering what each of the large
constituencies of education believe is important, what kinds
of programs they prefer,'and what problems they are most
concerned about.

. Data on educational performance in relation to broad problem
areas such as central-city schools, use of resources, and
levels of citizen participation in education.

Such information collected by NIE will provide a picture ek: emerging

problems in education areas and will help assure that programs,are

responsive to national concerns.

A.2 Analysis and program planning

Needs assessment data may reveal problems to be solved, but

they do not suggest solutions. The available information on the

status of research and development in most fields is organized to

provide neither a clear picture of the solutions available nor an

unequivocal estimate of their likely effectiveness. The major gap

in organization has been the lack of conceptual integration of the

thousands of discrete R&D projects that have been completed.

Therefore, a second program to synthesize existing R&D knowledge and

plan new programs is planned.
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. There are several important outcomesfrom such compiling

and Analysis of R&D findings. Without an explicit effort to

organize what we have learned from past R&D efforts, we shall

continue to travel the same cul-de-sacs. -MI. institutionalized

memory of past failures will conserve NIE resources so that new

program plans will be more likely to have a cumulative effect.

Another possible outcome of a systematic NIE attempt to synthesize

R&D is more realistic advice for legislators and executives at

Federal, State, and local levels, who must make decisions on

educational policy about solutions that work or do not work. Where

solutions to problems are not available, where knowledge gaps prevent

analysis and existing R&D activities are not already underway,

alternative program plans will be prepared for new NIE research

initiatives. Thus, NIE might support directed studies on such

. topics as school finance, organization reform, or accreditation

and certification practices. Longitudinal studies of entire

communities might also be undertaken to assess the relative

influence of major determinants of educational achievement, e. 3

family, mass media, peer culture, employer practices, schooling,

etc.



B. Resource development

To achieve NIE's goals will --)quire far more dependable knowledge

about the processes of learning and education than now exists or can

be expected from present research and development in this field. Unless

NIE undertakes a vigorous program to build an effective R&D system and

to strengthen the country's R&D capability and resources, there is little

possibility of discovering such knowledge. Accordingly, a major portion

of NIE funds will be devoted to activities which will (1) add new knowledge

and extend the base of existing knowledge, (2) assure an adequate pool of

manpower to study education problems in the future years, (3) provide a

continuing source of infoimation about research efforts, and (4) support

special types of institutions which engage in education research and

development. These activities are summarized below.

B.1. Unsolicited research

The National Inst=itute of Education will support proposals which

promise to extend our knOwledge about education and learning. - -.Such

proposals will be received on an "unsolicited" basis from individuals

and institutions and approved on the grounds of merit by a peer review

system. They will be addressed to identification of the characteristics

of students or educational systems and of home, school, and community

variables that are important to learning.

They will involve all levels of education and will engage the

efforts of many disciplines--such as economics and anthropology- -

problems. This program can thus play an important role in attracting

new talent to research in education and in developin-,: teach? n' and

learning theory.
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The unsolicited research is not necessarily tied to any immediate

development effort. In(lividual projects may be.large or small and should

comprise 1 &D that is pertinent to the whole of the educational'.

enterprise including education by employers, adult education,

preschool education, and education as it proceeds via public

television, libraries, and museums.

B.2. Research training

If educational research is to be upgraded, the NIE will

have to provide opportunities and inducements to attract and train

able young men and women from a variety of disciplines and

professional fields. The Office of Education has conducted a

program of grants to encourage quality training of educationa'

researchers and research related personnel. The program was

originated to meet a need generated by the approximately 30 fold

increase in Cooperative Research funds over the past decade

together with a shift in emphasis from conventional research

studies to large scale development efforts. Individuals completing

such training arc employed by local State and Federal education

agencies, in institutions of higher education, and in public and

private research and development organizations.

NIE will complete current Researcher Training commitments, and

will continue to support training activities, particularly

emphasizing internships and apprenticeships on major R&D problem

solving projects. The National Center for Educational Statistics is

conducting a study of education 1)..11) personnel and training require-

ments which will help to guide future :AI: activity.
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B.3. Communication support system

NIE must establish mechanisms for communication with educa-

tional agencies, the general public, and policy makers. New

information generated by NIE programs and the results of evaluation

studies on effectiveness of programs must be disseminated so

that people will know what works, how it works, and under what

circumstances. The objective is to improve the ability of decision

makers to make informed choices about education services.

Through grants and contracts, this program operates the

Education Resources Information Center (ERIC) and supports the

preparation of summaries of current knowledge and practices

related to education written in non-technical language for use

by teachers and other educators.

B.4. Institutional development

Over the past several years, a network of 23 research and

development institutions has been established through various

efforts of the Office of Education. OE has found that these

institutions are now reaching a point where a change in their

relationship with the Federal Government is appropriate. That is,

although some institutions arc new or in a developmental phase, others

have reached a level of maturity IsIld expertise that would allow them to

compete for program funds from HEW and other sources. Therefore a new

Institutional Suppport Policy is being initiated. Its two main

characteristics are:
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. Those institutions which arc still in the developmental
phase will continue to receive support as institutions.

. Decisions about support of the work of the "mature "
institutions will be made on a programmatic rather
than on an Institutional basis.

This change in approach, on which considerable Office of Education

plant, and review has already been completed, is consistent with

preliary planning by the National Institute of Education. NIE will

look to the labs and centers as major resources for the conduct of

its sponsored work, but commitments to support such work will require

specific prclgram objectives and specific completion dates. Under

this concept, as on-going programs are completed, funds become available

for allocation to new programs. A source of institutional support

independent of program support will also be reserved for new or developing

institutions created in response to national priorities.
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C. Educational systems

One of the central purposes of NIE is to improve educational practice.

But the American education system is a massive enterprise; decisions are

made by 50 State Departments of Education, as well as by city educational

systems, and by thousands of school boards, which function, more or less,

in independent fashions. Clearly, such a system will not be easy to change.

Any suggestion that assumes that desired significant changes can be decreed,

bought, or otherwise pushed seems unrealistic. We must elevate the public

understanding of education; raise the level of debate as to realistic goals

for education; and carry out research and development to meet such goals.

Programs presently conducted by the R&D Centers, the Regional Educational

Laboratories, and the Experimental Schools Program are for the most part

intended to improve educational practice and will continue to receive the

bulk of program support within NIE. In addition, NIE will initiate a

limited number of new programs in the Educational Systems Area on topics

that have been identified as important. Each of the program areas are

described below.

C.1. Instructional development

The purpose of this program is to make the methodology and

content of instruction more responsive to student needs. This area

continues over the years as the "classic" area of educational R&D,

for the needs of students are constantly changing as the values of

the society at large change. Two decades ago, for example, developers

met public concern about U.S. competition in science by building

sophisticated new physics and math courses. Experience .,.:;:ained in

this effort demonstrated that prob1e1! 2 related to i;L:AructThal
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development and instructional support are so complex and mutt:i-faceted

that they require large scale comprehensive efforts if signific&

progress is to be made toward their amelioration. The Regional

Laboratories and Research and Development Centers were initiated to

carry out such efforts. When wide-scale testing programs showed an

almost shocking lack of achievement in basic skills, the new R&D Centers

and Regional Laboratories, developed programs to teach reading and math.

Several of these programs are now becoming available to practitioners.

During the same years that citizens were becoming concerned about

basic skills, a strong interest in vocational and practical career

education also appeared and programs for vocational education were

developed. Finally, many of our current curriculum development efforts

reflect the recent humanistic emphasis in education.

The greatest challenge to R&D in instruction now is building

curricula for people who face a life of rapid social change in

careers and in life styles generally. Students need complex

skills to adapt, and they become alienated when instruction seems

unnecessary or irrelevant; apathy sets in when schools offer passive

learning in a world that seems active. The purpose of 1973 activities

in this area is to develop school-based instructional programs that

address these current concerns. A variety of programs are supported

in areas of academic, career, and social skills, with the major

efforts occurring in the Regional Laboratories and the Research

and Developent Centers.
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All programs of the Laboratories and Centers slated for transfer

to NIE are undergoing a special review during the spring and summer of

1972. The system for conducting the review has been designed with

the assistance of some of the foremost evaluation experts in the

country. The general framework of the plan is built on a panel system

which stresses selection and orientation of outstanding non-government

experts. A Master Panel will oversee the entire operation, give advice

on the allocation of funds among major priority areas, and make funding

recommendations. Based on the recommendations of the review panel, the

NIE will negotiate with the Laboratories and Centers for the purchase

of individual programs.

C.2. Instructional support systems

In itself, the instructional development work is insufficent

to change educational practice. Improvements are also needed in

the procedures used by educators to plan, manage, organize, and

evaluate their programs. Improvements are also needed in the

procedures for staff recruitment, selection, and development.

Therefore NIE wiJ,?, support programs and projects within this area.

One group of programs and projects is directed toward the

improvement of organizational structures and processes. Studies

are concerned with elements of classroam organization, teacher

behavior, and school administration. They are concerned with tools

for selection, analysis, and presentation of data for determining

educationat goals and evaluation of programs.

A seconi -ou,.1 of prons is dircctel persornrA

selection .and trainin;* The present decline in tc;Icier shortrrp'7;

provides a tir2ly ep7)ortenity to tit.velop recrtlitnt, training,' -. 1. 1.! sure eu,..tzls,,!;..
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educational personnel. For example, one problem with present

educational training and certification procedures is that they

are not: perform-Ince-based. While they include a supervised

practice teaching experience, the degree and certification

are awarded on the basis of credit hours of course work, rather

than on the basis of the teacher's having demonstrated an ability

to successfully provide learning experiences for students.

A third program has to do with the identification and

dissemination of successful practice. Teachers often engage

in creative and intuitive practices that result in successful

learning for their students. They find activities that motivate

because the content is interesting or the presentation makes it

fun. They learn how to help students help each other, or where to

find new instructional resources in the community. Frequently,

though, only the teacher's immediate friends learn about the new

id,:a that works so well, because there is no systematic way to

Identify and provide information about it to other people. The

purpose of this program would be to identify successful examples

and provide information about them to policy-makers, educators,

students, parents, and the general public.

Like the Instructional Development Area, most programs

currently funded in the Instructional Support Systems Area are

operated by the Regional Laboratories and Research and Development

Centers. They will be reviewed during the summer of 1972 as part

of the assessment program described in the section above on the

instruction%1 DevrAcpnt Pro7rnm. 'most will be c=pleted as

orginally planned or in modified form, allowing for approxtmltly

Level funding in IN 1973.
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. C.3. Experimental schools

-The Experimental Schools program provides a unique

opportunity for five-year testing of comprehensive alternatives

to present educational practices, procedures, and performance.

By supporting a limited number of large-scale comprehensive

experiments with a major focus on documentation and evaluation,

Experimental Schools will serve as an effective bridge from

research, demonstration, and experimentation to actual educa-

tional practices.

In addition, for research to be carried into practice,

the practitioner needs a form of documentation and a type of

evaluation data that can only be gathered through far more

extensive efforts over longer periods of time than is now

common. Such evaluation and documentation is an integral

component of and represents a major program commitment of

Experimental Schools.

This program will continue to monitor and support operational

projects already started and will select for support five new

projects in FY '73.

C.4. New initiatives

In FY '73, new stL:ts in the area of educational systems

will include programs designed to:

. Develop new measures for education

. Promote student self.direction
. Increase prnuctivity of cdcr.tional institutions

Each of these is f::uscrthei brivily
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New measures. The measures most widely used in our educational

institutions arc intended to assess intelligence and certain

limited areas of academic achievement. Students, parents, and

teachers have in recent years complained, often vigorously,

that these measures:

. Discriminate unfairly against minority groups who do
not share the majority cultural background of those
who prepare the tests.

. Do not measure accomplishment in problem-solving,
aesthetics, social relationships and emotional
maturity--areas of increasing importance for our
society.

. Do not provide any means of measuring either the
effectiveness or the efficiency of our educational
institutions.

This program will attempt to produce techniques of measuring

these variables, such measures that will provide data:

. On which to base resource allocation.

. For credentialing purposes.

. For measuring student progress in important areas not now
being measured.

Self-directed education. When most students leave school, they do

not know how to use the basic academic and problem solving skills

they have learned in school. They cannot easily direct and

continue their own education; but must return for yet another

teacher-led class if they want to learn more. The purpose of

this program is to examine current techniques to make students

more independent in learnir4:, and to co:bille and adapt tho!,e

techniques into an inte3rated
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Specifically, the program will attempt to devise instructional

techniques and materials that will.

. Allow educators to more nearly match an individual
student's learning style and interests with his
instructional program.

. Permit the student to explore actively those subjects of
interest to him, thereby increasing his motivation to learn.

. Develop the student's ability to continue his education
independently after leaving formal institutions of education.

Productivity. The productivity of our educational institutions is

a matter of widespread concern in the profession and among the

public. Throughout the nation, taxpayers have demonstrated a

reluctance to pay more for education while at the same time

demanding an increase in the quality and variety of educational

services. The purpose of this program is to develop a technology

for providing more and better educational services at moderated

costa: that is, improving educational productivity.

Each of these new areas will begin with exploratory analysis

in 1973. fly the end of the fiscal year development efforts will

begin in one or more of them.
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.1). Directed Program;

The N1E legislation specifies that the new agency shall address

major problet's in education. This section describes a category of

directed programs to address fundamental problems that h ve not yielded

to solutions involving improved schooling. These programs are intended

to produce new and distinctly different forms of education. These forms

will make greater use of such resources as the home and family, the

community, and employers in providing education services to people of all

ages. One such program will study the obstacles to implementing new forms

of education. Projected activities in this area for FY '73 include:

Exploration of tic possibility of Ecm:..-eased Education,
including development of hom.e learning centers where
small groups of children come to learn together at a
neighbor's home.

Continued development of the Employer-Based. Education
model, designed to give students a variety of learning
experiences in settings provided by public and private
employers.

Development of alternative means of increasing individual
and Community Particinotion in determining what hinds of
educational services are oifered to which clients.

Development of Post-Secondary Alternatives that will make
it easier for the adult student to gain access to the
particular set of services he requires.

Continued Research and Develonment on Implementation of
successful products cf the research and development
activities of the Institute.
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D.1. llome-based education

Recent evidence suggests that alternative programs for education

in the home might have substantial impact on what students can accomplish

later on in school. .For example, Mostellar and Moynihan (1972) have just

published a reanalysis of the Coleman data, confirming the importance of out-

of-school influences on learning; success of parent-tutoring programs of

several Regional Laboratories; and learning gains made by children who watch

Sesame Street, show that carefully designed programs for education in the hcime

can produce significant student gains; finally, studies of early learning

suggest that developing ways to help mothers help their own children may be

effective in improving education. Even when mothers work, data reported by

the White House Conference on Children show that overwhelmingly

their choice for child care is another home. Yet, educational

research has thus far focused on ways to improve education in

institutions rather than homes. To fill this gap, NIE will explore

ways of complementing current education by making use of home

learning centers in neighborhoods and expanding efforts in the

home-based career education model that was begun in USOE.

During the coming year, the NIE will review current efforts

relating to homa-based education, including those sponsored by

other agencies such as OCD, and will design and implement a major

comprehensive program to support education in the home. Though

identification of program components will require further study,

there is likely to be a need for dc.lopin:!, cducatioaal ;:m..ricnccts

for small groups of children who learn to;:ether in hor-as, for

measures of social and physical ecveloint of children in nuch
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home learning centers, for ways to select and train parents who

will be most successful in st,ch teaching situations, and for

ways to coordinate home and school learning experiences so they

become a total educational program.

D.2. Employer-based education

The primary thrust of this program is to integrate schools

with society; to open our economic institutions, from large

bureaucratic corporations to local post offices and real

estate agencies, and give them an explicit role in education.

All students would participate, not just a selected group.

Part of the motivation for this program is to expose learners

to a broader sample of authentic career role models: adults

who are mathematicians, company managers, expert accountants,

lawyers, architects, salesmen, etc. This may be especially

important for female students whose contact with women

career models has been highly constrained to the "female"

occupations: nurse, teacher, housekeeper. Few female

accountants, engineers, or business executives are found

among the ranks of elementary school teachers.
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More specifically, the purposes of the R&D effort: in

employer based education are to:

. Provide career experiences to students at
employer's sites.

. Increase the variety of adults in different career
roles available as models to students.

. 'Ave students access to accurate career information.

. Facilitate recurrent cycles of education and
emploment in adult life.

During the next year, the NIE will review current efforts

relating to employer-based education including the employer-

based consortia and the residential project at Glasgow, Montana,

established by USOE's Career Education Task Force. Though

identification of program components will require further study,

many of the elements contained in the R&D program section of the

USOE Task Force on C'areer Education and subsequently presented in

A Research and Development Agenda for the National Institute of

Education April 15, 1972, by the NIE Planning Unit, will be pursued

in this program.
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D.3. Community participation

The purpose of this program is to explore alternative means

of organizing and governing education to provide more opportunity

for individuals and groups to choose the kind of education they

want for themselves and their children. Its object is to find

improved mechanisms for attaining the traditional objective of

local control of education

Americans have always preferred a system of locally controlled

education in order to assure that its education institutions would

be responsive to the wishes of the people of the individual neighbor-

hoods and municipalities. Recently, however, many observers have noted

a surprising uniformity among schools across the nation; data from the

Coleman report on Equality of Educational Opportunity tend to confirm

this observation. As the institutions become more alike, the popula-

tion is becoming more diverse in its educational values and aspirations.

Individual citizens in the cities, the suburbs, and in rural areas voice

a rising frustration at their inability to get the kind of educational

services for themselves and their children that they want.

Several unique experiments in control of local education exist,

like voucher systems and performance contracting, which attempt to

improve mechanisms for decision-making. NIE will review these and

other relevant development efforts. Based on this review and extensive

consultation with both experts in the field and educators at the state

and local levels, the NIE will design and initiate a program to explore

the effectiveness of alternative methods of providing better opportunities

for individuals and groups to choose the kind of education they want for

themselves and their children.
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A.4. Post-secondary alteruatives

In the case of post - secondary education, as with

elementari, and secondary education, there is a remarkable uni-

formity among the institutions, and a corresponding inability

to respond to particular needs of individual students in a

flexible manner. it is difficult for the wage-earner to get

advanced education without abandoning his job, difficult for the
a

self-educated to obtain credentials that recognize his accenplish-

ments, difficult for the mother to continue her education when her

children arc young, difficult for any student to gain a degree

without taking coursework that is irrelevant to his objectives,

and difficult for the badly prepared student to enter the mainstream

of academic studies. This program is addressed to the needs of

these and other people vho require options in post-secondary

education that are not now available.

Efforts in Fiscal 1973 will be devoted to a careful analysis

of the state of post-secondary education and selection of program

components that fill needs in the area. Among other efforts,

the Institute will explore problems in "unbundling" higher

education into discrete componentsprovided by both the public and

private sectors.



U.S. Research and development on inplementation

The porine of this prolram is to develop and test alternative

methods of promoting inplcdntation of successful products of the research

and development activities o" the Institute. Traditional dissemination,

represented by moilings of brochures or filns from rederal sources, the State

education agency, or even a local superintendent's office, sully doe* not

satisfy the needs of local educators oho want to implement ne pragrats

to luprove inctructien. Mere are at least two tpproaches that

seem likely to annum more success. One is to provide direct

personal contact with individuals 00 know where and how to obtain

the Pnformatien or technical assistnnce needed by local educators.

The experience of the Cooi*rrative Extension Service of the ',apartment

of A3ricuIture in helping framers adrt tar roved practices and

technolony dernastrates the Importance of personto-persoo

communication. A system of edncational Extension Agents to work

the sane way will be developed And tested.

The second, and perhaps the rnost iportant effort, vill be

to promote chanes in the fncentives for local educators to

innovate. Educators, like any other people, rust function in a

system that reward: innovative behavior before they wilt take an

effort to locate and L-plc:-.nnt proven innovations. Mien such

systems are in place, It Incomes important to rake certain that

pew materials and techniques are easily obtained at a reasonable

cost in money, tire, anci effort.



During I97X this r'ogram will c\rand the Education...11 Extention Afsnt

prograu and 41.,..ign a ri;:orcu% progran fur its evaluation. In addition, it

Mill explore the use or incentives :Ind new delivery systems. Current

experinents kith syste...s uill be cy.amined and analy:ed to identifynek

techniques that :tre nost promising and to determine Whether programs that

have failefif have Claws that can be overcome.
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VI. NIE Organisation

The Education Amendeuuts of 1971 established an Education Division in

the Dopartecnt of Ucalth, Education, and Vctfare. The Education Division

wilt be headed by an Assistant Secretary for Education and will report to

the Secretary. The Division wattle co posed of the NT and the Office

of Education.

A proposed interim NIE orranization is shown in rigure 1. it has the

following major educational units:

. National Council on Educational Research

Diret!orws Office

. Office of roliey, Planning, and Evaluation

. bureau of Resource Development

. Bureau of Educational Systems

. tureen of Diretted Proerana

Sureau of Administrative Services

This is a programmatic organization that reflects the R4D plan described

in earlier sections of this paper and fellous the purposes described in the

SIE legislation. The functions of each of the organisational units are briefly

summarized helms.

1. National Council. on Educational Research

The council will conduct an annual review of the status of educational

reseerch and development, recomnending policy for educational R&D to the

President, Congress, the Secretary of MU. and the Director of NIE. It

Will guide the activities of the institute and will play a strong advocacy

role for the RIC programs. The council will consist of IS members

appointed by the Presiehnt and cronftrmeJ by the Senate. OtIler ex..officf./

members VAG are officers of ether govcrliment atenica will also be

desitnated by the rrcsiecnt to scrve co the emorit.
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2. Director's Office

The Director of NI:' is the chief administrative officer for the

agency and is responsible: for providing national leadership in

educational research aol developrpr.t. Pe will preside over a cabinet

consisting of his Deputy and the heads of the major organisational

units that report to him. The cabinetulll assist the Director in malting

decisions about STE activities in the context of the policy guidance

provided by the National Council as 4 by the A4ministration as interpreted

by the Assistant Secretary.

3. Office of Policy. Planning. and Evaluation

This unit will provide the staff support for decision making by

the Director and his cabinet. It has four primary functions: Policy

Analysis. Program Planning. Proram evaloatien. and Manmgement tlaaniog.

A. Policy Analysis

An important st^.gre of nil's attention should be devoted to broad

policy issues related to education. :-Aseh of this work may be done

intrarurally as part of a "think tvilt" operation in which scoter

staff on temporary leave from their hgne institutions spend their

tine at NIE in an attempt to synthesize what is known about

crucial issues and make recommendations to governmental officials

on matters pertaining to education. This function also includes

the needs assessment activities mentioned earlier in section V.A.
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D. Program Plecuing

Major nev proi;r.:hm initiatives must be carefully planned and

be exposed to a systcmltie approval process to avoid duplication

and program fravIcntation and to provide for public acceptance.

Staff members say be aseigned to program planning for a period.

If their program plans are approved by the Director and cabinat,

this* people would be assigned to vett on the new program is

one of the of Bureaus, thus eaintaining continuity between

planning and program 'Implementation.

C. Program Evaluation

To provide for objectivity, the evaluation function in lit

Should be separated (ton day-to..4ay program, namItoriog. The

evaluation function makes comparisons awing programs amd

contributes information necessary to budget allocation decisions.

The monitoring function, on the other hand, is nirturant and the

staff responsible for daily contact with the grantees and

contractors naturally 8dentity with "their" programs and serve

as advocates. Wang the evaluation and nurturant roles tends

to perpetuate weak programs and consequently these functions

should be separated. The operational branchss will manage programs

and the evaluation branch will independently assess them.
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D. Manam:ment Planning

The recammondations for new programs that: emerge from the

policy analysis and program planning functions and the

recommendations for revising ongoing programs that emerge

from the evaluation function, must be merged and integrated

with available financial resources in the form of alternative

NIE budget proposals for decision by the Director. In addition,

once an NIE budget proposal is approved, management information

must be collected to keep track of progress on the major programs

of the Institute. This function will also include liaison with

ONB and 11157 and will evaluate the internal management of the

Institute.

4. Bureau of Resource Development

This. Bureau would be responsible for helping to strengthen the

country's R&D capability., It would serve four of the functions specified

by legislation: to increase knowledge through research; to support the

training of educational R&D personnel; to support the development of

institutions devoted to educational R&D, and to disseminate knowledge that

results from R&D. This Bureau would develop R&D resources in the form

of knowledge, personnel and institutions necessary for improving

education. The functions described in section V.B. will be performed

by this Bureau.
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S. uurc.z.as or ra,ra.ticrro.

This Sur* Au rould be rcrponsihle for helping to irprove educational

practice in the /.ncric.in education system. one of the purposes of NIE

that is specified in tie legislation. It would include mach of the

work currently being conducted in Regional Research Laboratories and

in KIND Centers. It would also include the work currently being

performed under the Cs rimental Schools Program. In addition some

new initiatives will be explored for future support. The functions of

this Bureau are summarised in Section V.C.

G. Swoon of Directed ?rooms

The Education Amendments Act authoritts BITE to undertake eetteittes

to prersote the reform and renewal of kneritae mtmearloo. The function

of this bureau is to produce new and distincly different foram of

education. This bureau will operate sueleuhet differently from the

ether Pureams; tt will take a more active role in implementing program

plans sad directing the vork of contractors. It will conduct mission

ocientei *LA to ^Jarvis nejor problems. The functions of this

bureau ere sounarieed in section V.D.

7. bureau of Administrative Services

This Bureau would perform the functions related to Personnel. Contracts,

finance and General Services. For these functions. NIE vat make use of

existing services in KU and mon until such services can be estabitacd

silthto MIt.
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